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Name: Harpreet (Harry) Cheema

Location: Canberra 

Work role: Chief Operating Officer / Partner Governance Risk and Compliance,  

Anchoram Consulting

Professional role: Professional Member of the IIA-Australia

How did you get a start in internal audit?

I got an opportunity to start working in internal audit through a lateral move within a  

public sector organisation where I was working as a financial accountant. At that time, 

 I was undertaking my chartered accounting program, during which, in addition to getting a good 

understanding of numbers, I also found my passion for assurance and business risk management. At 

that time, I had already spent a few years both in the management and financial accounting areas of the 

organisation and I felt I had stopped growing professionally. I was keen to get exposure into understanding 

beyond the numbers on how organisations actually work across the people, process and technology 

aspects. Luckily, I got the opportunity to move into a small internal auditing team for a high profile / high 

tempo organisation where I got to work on pretty much every aspect of internal audit planning, delivery 

and reporting side of things. Within that role I also served as the secretariat to the audit committee which 

gave me invaluable experience understanding how internal audit work plays a key role in raising the 

profile of internal auditors with the most senior executives in the organisation.

Working from office, home or a mix of both? Tip on working from home or splitting time between office 

and home?

I worked in a Big 4 consulting environment for a long time where I learnt working towards outcomes / 

outputs is paramount, and where and how long you work is a question of efficiency, preference and 

whatever you and your employer / client is comfortable with. I personally have always preferred mixed 

working from home on the days I need to focus purely on reading, analysis and writing, and going to the 

client site on the other days when I need to interact with clients and other team members. When working 

from home, make sure you have an ergonomically well-designed workstation and chair, with a good-sized 

monitor.  

How has the past year changed the way you work?

Last year has been one of the weirdest years for all of us, both professionally and personally. As I 

mentioned above, I have always been lucky enough to work for firms and clients who allowed me to work 

flexibly. What I have enjoyed watching over the last year has been the acceptance by a lot of ‘dinosaurs’ 

that not only can you trust your employees to work remotely and still deliver but mixing remote and site-

based work provides best flexibility and can even lead to better productivity and employee satisfaction. 

What is the biggest challenge facing internal auditors?

Organisations have critical reliance on technology to deliver on their business objectives. The complexity 

of the technology landscape has increased exponentially with developments in cloud computing, 

containerization, artificial Intelligence and automation. This has made the internal auditor’s task of 

providing meaningful assurance very hard. Internal auditors traditionally come from accounting or business 

management related areas and would bring in subject matter experts for engagements that involved 

technology related aspects. That unfortunately leads to a chasm in the team where technical experts 

may not understand the fundamentals of auditing and importance of communicating risks to business 

audiences, and audit managers are not able to ask the ‘right questions’. Internal auditors need to educate 

themselves about fundamentals of networking, how coding works, and how contemporary technical and 

security architectures are designed and implemented if they are to stay relevant in the future. 

What is your most memorable internal audit moment?

The most memorable moment of my internal audit career was when I went to an outback mining camp in 

Queensland for an audit of the maintenance systems of the mining equipment, including monster haulpak 

trucks which are over almost 8 metres high. It was a completely different experience compared to most of 

engagements which are delivered at office sites. Needless to say, the suits and ties were replaced by high-

vis vests and steel-capped work boots for the duration of the site visit.
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What are you working on at present?

I am currently working with a number of different clients in government and critical infrastructure sectors, 

mainly in the cyber security assurance area.

What is your favourite IIA Technical Resource?

I refer quite a lot to the International Professional Practices Framework (IPPF) to look at the standards 

and the implementation guidance as we have been building the Anchoram Consulting methodologies, 

templates and internal quality assurance systems. 

What is on your desk right now?

Two laptops, three big screens and a lot of post-it notes. 

Concert or event you would most like to attend?

Any live professional or entertainment related event will do. I am looking forward to post-COVID 

professional conferences where you can mix learning and socialising.

What would you change if you could?

I would love to go back to the start of last year and have world leaders take COVID–19 a bit more seriously 

– so many lives and livelihoods would have been saved.


